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Abstract

Due to extensive growth of the online information, websites are providing the relevant information to the users which are one of the significant tasks. The essential aspect to discover hidden and interesting information is web data mining architecture. When quantity of web information is in growing phase then web data mining becomes challenging. The web data analysis will remove the non interesting rules or patterns that were generated. They head to extract the interesting rules or patterns from the outcome of pattern discovery and pattern analysis process. An intelligent perspective of web data mining and analysis has been discussed in this paper to face the challenge of huge web data.
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1. Introduction and Motivation for Research

Web data is mined with various web log analyzer tool into the documents on the World Wide Web. Web mining is the procedure which helps in extracting the interesting information from the World Wide Web via accepting the standards of the data mining and incorporating it into the features of website.

Transaction log analysis is a broad category of methods used for macro and micro analysis of transaction logs. It refers to electronic records as an interface that happened between system and users. Transaction Log Analysis consist of study of web based system logs, web blogs and search engine logs [1] which has been highlighted in Figure 1.

Web Log Analysis: Active running website is a technique to track and weight the visitor’s traffic and performance. Essential task of this technique is to study the visitor’s performance with the probable performance.

Blog Analysis: A blog (short for Web log) is part of the network of social media designed and popularized by participants to exchange information and expressed opinions.

Search Log Analysis: The web data stored in search engines and websites provides important insights into understanding the information searching tactics of online content. This activity can help system designers and interface developers in gaining information [1].
The globe of Web has become the nature where the masses lead their day to day digital lives. Web users in each place are bounded by framework of machines, networks and activities. Web log expert through the help of data analytical tool collect the facts or information from a variety of web log data via subsequent analysis. Researchers also gain fruitful information from aggressively growing source of personal communication blogs [2, 4].

Web-traffic measurement is the analysis of data between client and server computers. It provides insight into how people use computers and is commonly used in research. The two dominant forms of Web traffic measurement is log file analysis and ASP-based tools which are generally used in practice.

Mobasher et al. (1999) suggested the web personalization system based on the direct clustering of URLs instead of clustering the user sessions. This research comprises of two phases: offline and online. The usage data were mined via offline approach. The web page customization based on the knowledge discovery was done via online process. To provide automatic filtering capabilities to capture the relationship among items based on their patterns, association rule hypergraph partitioning technique is used in the offline part. These items are known as frequent item sets which further used as hyperedges to form a hypergraph, and then partitioned into set of clusters [4].

The relational OLAP method for raw log data and mined logs (association rules and clusters discovered from logs) was proposed by Joshi et al. (1999). To clean the data, preprocessing phase was used and log data was transformed into Oracle SQL loader format. CGI was used for the warehousing and Perl CGI scripts were used for web interface [5]. To discover association rules, Agrawal and Srikant (1994) implements a variation of the apriori algorithm via SGI’s ‘Mineset’ [6]. Krishnapuram et al. (1999) developed fuzzy C-medoids algorithm to cluster and capture a graded notion of the similarity between sessions. It was possible to analyze both the Web logs and traversal patterns using an online query [7]. For finding usage patterns, Zaı´ane et al. (1998) combined OLAP and data mining techniques [8].

Association-rule mining and clustering had been used in many research projects (Berkan and Trubatch, 2002; Chen and Kuo, 2000) to discover the access patterns and sequential navigational patterns [9, 10]. Some of the popular projects for general access pattern tracking are ‘WebLogMining’ (Zaı´ane, 2001), ‘WUM’ (Spiliopoulou and Faulstich, 1998) and ‘WebSIFT’ (Cooley et al., 1999) [11, 13]. The research related to customized usage tracking research includes ‘Adaptive Web sites’ (Perkowitz and Etzioni, 1998) and WebWatcher (Joachims et al.,1997) [14,15]. The detailed overview of research related to Web Usage Mining could be obtained from (Srivastava et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2002; Cheung et al., 1997, 2001) [16, 17, 18].

Wang et al. (2002); Cheung et al. (1997, 2001); Han et al. (2000); Jespersen et al. (2002) proposed that the current research are focusing on finding patterns but with little effort was made on the detailed pattern / trend analysis that varies with the web environments and the intelligent paradigms [17, 18, 19, 20].

1.1 Roadmap

In the subsequent section, Section 2 describes Web Data Mining Architecture. Section 3 describes Analysis of Web Log Data. Section 4 refers to Conclusion and future work. Finally acknowledgements and References are provided.

2. Web Data Mining Architecture

Web data mining normally contains five processing stages including data gathering, data preprocessing, extraction / selection, discovery and analysis and decision making / prediction. The architecture of web data mining is shown in Figure 2.
2.1 Data Gathering

The web log data gathered is generated through webalizer which is one of the web log analyzer tool. By searching the best data analyzer tool, it becomes easier to conclude rather than generating basic statistical data which was not capable of providing semantic information.

2.2 Data Preprocessing

To get correct analysis, it’s necessary to eliminate irrelevant and non-interesting web data as one of the first step in preprocessing of data. The data with most recently accessed were indexed with higher value of ‘time index’ while the data with least recently accessed were kept in lower hierarchy.

2.3 Extraction / Selection

Due to the explosion of the internet world in the past few years, the billions of requests are received by the online servers. The dynamic nature of the data requires an intelligent web mining paradigm which helps in extracting the valid profiles or patterns [17].

2.4 Discovery and Analysis

The discovery and analysis have been done via data analytical and graphing workspace tool such as Origin. To predict the relevant information and knowledge, this phase make the process easier.

2.5 Decision Making / Prediction

It is the thought process of selecting a logical choice from the existing cases. A person must weight the positives and negatives of each case, and consider all the alternatives in making a good decision for particular situation.

![Figure 2. Web Data Mining Architecture](image)

3. Analysis of Web Log Data

In the current research, web log data taken from Guru Jambheshwar University of Science & Technology website from February 2014 to January 2015. Web log data of university website is generated through Webalizer but it is having one major limitation. It cannot differentiate between the human user visit and robot visit. So to overcome this, Origin tool have been used for analysis of web log data which is one of the data analytic tool.

Web data patterns of university website is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 while highlighting the daily average summary and monthly average summary including particular such as number of sites, visit, pages, files and hits from February 2014 to January 2015.
University website’s main web server receives highest 4479215 hits in June 2014 and lowest 190885 hits in September 2014 in terms of monthly average. Further, it obtain highest 77685 hits in June 2014 and lowest 20032 hits in October 2014 in terms of daily average. The biggest challenge is to extract relevant information from such data sets which is too huge and chaotic. As organization is growing itself, so parallel there is growth of web traffic also.

Monthly average size in Kbytes from Feb 2014 to Jan 2015 is shown in Figure 5, where the maximum average size in Feb 2014 is 28076187 kbytes. The Layout of Origin Pro 8 Data Analysis Tool is shown in Figure 6.
The daily and hourly web data patterns from February 2014 to January 2015 are shown in Figure 7(7.1-7.12) and Figure 8(8.1-8.12). The University’s daily and hourly patterns result in a similar trend but during the peak hours (10:00-18:00 Hrs), it becomes more difficult and complex when volume of web traffic is high and chaotic.

For the month of January 2015, the daily web data highlight the aggregate Hits occurs and which Files, Pages have been visited. The highest Hits per Day were 75934, the highest Files per Day were 56131, the highest Pages per Day were 12698, the highest visits per Day were 4635 and the highest Kbytes per Day were 22903987.

The hourly web data illuminating the number of Hits, Files and Pages. The highest Hits per hour were found to be 117977 in the month of January 2015.
**Figure 7.1.** Daily Web Data for February 2014

**Figure 7.2.** Daily Web Data for March 2014

**Figure 7.3.** Daily Web Data for April 2014

**Figure 7.4.** Daily Web Data for May 2014

**Figure 7.5.** Daily Web Data for June 2014

**Figure 7.6.** Daily Web Data for July 2014
Figure 7.7. Daily Web Data for August 2014

Figure 7.8. Daily Web Data for September 2014

Figure 7.9. Daily Web Data for October 2014

Figure 7.10. Daily Web Data for November 2014

Figure 7.11. Daily Web Data for December 2014

Figure 7.12. Daily Web Data for January 2015

Figure 7. Daily Web Data Patterns from February 2014 to January 2015 (Figure 7.1-7.12)
Figure 8.7. Hourly Web Data for August 2014

Figure 8.8. Hourly Web Data for September 2014

Figure 8.9. Hourly Web Data for October 2014

Figure 8.10. Hourly Web Data for November 2014

Figure 8.11. Hourly Web Data for December 2014

Figure 8.12. Hourly Web Data for January 2015

Figure 8. Hourly Web Data Patterns from February 2014 to January 2015 (Figure 8.1-8.12)
4. Conclusion and Future Work

The research on university website’s various web data patterns reveals the necessity to incorporate more intelligent techniques and methods for mining useful information and predicting web traffic analysis. Through the data analytical and graph workspace tool, we are feasible in providing relevant information related to the user access.

In this exploration, the web traffic data during the university’s peak working time is considered. Our forthcoming study will to incorporate agent communication language which will helps in making the web mining system not only efficient but also an intelligent system.
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